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Foundations of Data Science
EDA for IC Implementation, Circuit Design, and Process
Technology
How should case studies be selected? Is case study methodology fundamentally
different to that of other methods? What, in fact, is a case? This title is an
authoritative and nuanced exploration of the many faces of case-based research
methods.

Quantum Computer Science
This book presents a collection of results from the interdisciplinary research project
“ELLI” published by researchers at RWTH Aachen University, the TU Dortmund and
Ruhr-Universität Bochum between 2011 and 2016. All contributions showcase
essential research results, concepts and innovative teaching methods to improve
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engineering education. Further, they focus on a variety of areas, including virtual
and remote teaching and learning environments, student mobility, support
throughout the student lifecycle, and the cultivation of interdisciplinary skills.

Statistical Power Analysis for the Behavioral Sciences
The Science and Engineering of Materials, Third Edition, continues the general
theme of the earlier editions in providing an understanding of the relationship
between structure, processing, and properties of materials. This text is intended
for use by students of engineering rather than materials, at first degree level who
have completed prerequisites in chemistry, physics, and mathematics. The author
assumes these stu dents will have had little or no exposure to engineering
sciences such as statics, dynamics, and mechanics. The material presented here
admittedly cannot and should not be covered in a one-semester course. By
selecting the appropriate topics, however, the instructor can emphasise metals,
provide a general overview of materials, concentrate on mechani cal behaviour, or
focus on physical properties. Additionally, the text provides the student with a
useful reference for accompanying courses in manufacturing, design, or materials
selection. In an introductory, survey text such as this, complex and comprehensive
design problems cannot be realistically introduced because materials design and
selection rely on many factors that come later in the student's curriculum. To
introduce the student to elements of design, however, more than 100 examples
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dealing with materials selection and design considerations are included in this
edition.

Engineering Science N4
IRIA LABORIA, Institut de Recherche d'Informatique et d'Automatique

Engineering Science
This book provides step-by-step instructions on how to analyze text generated
from in-depth interviews and focus groups, relating predominantly to applied
qualitative studies. The book covers all aspects of the qualitative data analysis
process, employing a phenomenological approach which has a primary aim of
describing the experiences and perceptions of research participants. Similar to
Grounded Theory, the authors' approach is inductive, content-driven, and searches
for themes within textual data.

Empirical Research and Writing
Materials: Engineering, Science, Processing and Design, Second Edition, was
developed to guide material selection and understanding for a wide spectrum of
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engineering courses. The approach is systematic, leading from design
requirements to a prescription for optimized material choice. This book presents
the properties of materials, their origins, and the way they enter engineering
design. The book begins by introducing some of the design-limiting properties:
physical properties, mechanical properties, and functional properties. It then turns
to the materials themselves, covering the families, the classes, and the members.
It identifies six broad families of materials for design: metals, ceramics, glasses,
polymers, elastomers, and hybrids that combine the properties of two or more of
the others. The book presents a design-led strategy for selecting materials and
processes. It explains material properties such as yield and plasticity, and presents
elastic solutions for common modes of loading. The remaining chapters cover
topics such as the causes and prevention of material failure; cyclic loading; failsafe design; and the processing of materials. * Design-led approach motivates and
engages students in the study of materials science and engineering through reallife case studies and illustrative applications * Highly visual full color graphics
facilitate understanding of materials concepts and properties * Chapters on
materials selection and design are integrated with chapters on materials
fundamentals, enabling students to see how specific fundamentals can be
important to the design process * Links with the Cambridge Engineering Selector
(CES EduPack), the powerful materials selection software. See
www.grantadesign.com for information NEW TO THIS EDITION: "Guided Learning"
sections on crystallography, phase diagrams and phase transformations enhance
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students’ learning of these key foundation topics Revised and expanded chapters
on durability, and processing for materials properties More than 50 new worked
examples placed throughout the text

Domain Decomposition Methods in Science and Engineering
XVIII
High-dimensional probability offers insight into the behavior of random vectors,
random matrices, random subspaces, and objects used to quantify uncertainty in
high dimensions. Drawing on ideas from probability, analysis, and geometry, it
lends itself to applications in mathematics, statistics, theoretical computer science,
signal processing, optimization, and more. It is the first to integrate theory, key
tools, and modern applications of high-dimensional probability. Concentration
inequalities form the core, and it covers both classical results such as Hoeffding's
and Chernoff's inequalities and modern developments such as the matrix
Bernstein's inequality. It then introduces the powerful methods based on stochastic
processes, including such tools as Slepian's, Sudakov's, and Dudley's inequalities,
as well as generic chaining and bounds based on VC dimension. A broad range of
illustrations is embedded throughout, including classical and modern results for
covariance estimation, clustering, networks, semidefinite programming, coding,
dimension reduction, matrix completion, machine learning, compressed sensing,
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and sparse regression.

Introduction to Food Engineering
Food engineering is a required class in food science programs, as outlined by the
Institute for Food Technologists (IFT). The concepts and applications are also
required for professionals in food processing and manufacturing to attain the
highest standards of food safety and quality. The third edition of this successful
textbook succinctly presents the engineering concepts and unit operations used in
food processing, in a unique blend of principles with applications. The authors use
their many years of teaching to present food engineering concepts in a logical
progression that covers the standard course curriculum. Each chapter describes
the application of a particular principle followed by the quantitative relationships
that define the related processes, solved examples, and problems to test
understanding. The subjects the authors have selected to illustrate engineering
principles demonstrate the relationship of engineering to the chemistry,
microbiology, nutrition and processing of foods. Topics incorporate both traditional
and contemporary food processing operations.

The Science and Engineering of Materials
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PISA Take the Test Sample Questions from OECD's PISA
Assessments
This book gathers high-quality, peer-reviewed research papers presented at the
Second International Conference on Computer Science, Engineering and Education
Applications (ICCSEEA2019), held in Kiev, Ukraine on 26–27 January 2019, and
jointly organized by the National Technical University of Ukraine “Igor Sikorsky Kyiv
Polytechnic Institute” and the International Research Association of Modern
Education and Computer Science. The papers discuss state-of-the-art topics and
advances in computer science; neural networks; pattern recognition; engineering
techniques; genetic coding systems; deep learning and its medical applications;
and knowledge representation and its applications in education. Given its scope,
the book offers an excellent resource for researchers, engineers, management
practitioners, and graduate and undergraduate students interested in computer
science and its applications in engineering and education.

Applied Thematic Analysis
Instant Access to Civil Engineering Formulas Fully updated and packed with more
than 500 new formulas, this book offers a single compilation of all essential civil
engineering formulas and equations in one easy-to-use reference. Practical,
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accurate data is presented in USCS and SI units for maximum convenience. Follow
the calculation procedures inside Civil Engineering Formulas, Second Edition, and
get precise results with minimum time and effort. Each chapter is a quick reference
to a well-defined topic, including: Beams and girders Columns Piles and piling
Concrete structures Timber engineering Surveying Soils and earthwork Building
structures Bridges and suspension cables Highways and roads Hydraulics, drams,
and waterworks Power-generation wind turbines Stormwater Wastewater
treatment Reinforced concrete Green buildings Environmental protection

Using Narrative in Research
Using Narrative in Research by Christine Bold provides an accessible, easy-tounderstand guide to the theory and practice of the use of narrative in research.
Written with those new to narrative in mind, this book will enable readers to
understand the origins of narrative traditions and to plan and carry out a narrative
study of their own. Christine Bold's book examines narrative approaches across a
range of research contexts and disciplinary boundaries and will be of equal value
to practitioners and academic students and researchers alike. Drawing on a range
of real-life examples of narrative studies, Using Narrative in Research will enable
readers to provide a sound justification for adopting a narrative-based approach
and will help them to write about and write up narrative in research. This book
examines: • How we design research projects with a narrative approach • Ethics •
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Narrative thinking • Collecting narrative data • Analysing narrative data •
Representation in narrative analysis • Reporting and writing up narrative research.

Manual of Clinical Anesthesiology
More and more young people are learning about science, technology, engineering,
and mathematics (STEM) in a wide variety of afterschool, summer, and informal
programs. At the same time, there has been increasing awareness of the value of
such programs in sparking, sustaining, and extending interest in and
understanding of STEM. To help policy makers, funders and education leaders in
both school and out-of-school settings make informed decisions about how to best
leverage the educational and learning resources in their community, this report
identifies features of productive STEM programs in out-of-school settings.
Identifying and Supporting Productive STEM Programs in Out-of-School Settings
draws from a wide range of research traditions to illustrate that interest in STEM
and deep STEM learning develop across time and settings. The report provides
guidance on how to evaluate and sustain programs. This report is a resource for
local, state, and federal policy makers seeking to broaden access to multiple, highquality STEM learning opportunities in their community.

Mathematics N1
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Introduction to Instrumentation and Measurements
The fundamental mathematical tools needed to understand machine learning
include linear algebra, analytic geometry, matrix decompositions, vector calculus,
optimization, probability and statistics. These topics are traditionally taught in
disparate courses, making it hard for data science or computer science students,
or professionals, to efficiently learn the mathematics. This self-contained textbook
bridges the gap between mathematical and machine learning texts, introducing
the mathematical concepts with a minimum of prerequisites. It uses these
concepts to derive four central machine learning methods: linear regression,
principal component analysis, Gaussian mixture models and support vector
machines. For students and others with a mathematical background, these
derivations provide a starting point to machine learning texts. For those learning
the mathematics for the first time, the methods help build intuition and practical
experience with applying mathematical concepts. Every chapter includes worked
examples and exercises to test understanding. Programming tutorials are offered
on the book's web site.

Current Index to Journals in Education
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A groundbreaking introduction to vectors, matrices, and least squares for
engineering applications, offering a wealth of practical examples.

Foundations of Qualitative Research
This book provides a systematic in-depth analysis of nonparametric regression with
random design. It covers almost all known estimates. The emphasis is on
distribution-free properties of the estimates.

The Elements of Statistical Learning
This book presents all the publicly available questions from the PISA surveys. Some
of these questions were used in the PISA 2000, 2003 and 2006 surveys and others
were used in developing and trying out the assessment.

Case Study Research
Research Methods and Statistics: An Integrated Approach by Janie H. Wilson and
Shauna W. Joye offers a completely integrated approach to teaching research
methods and statistics by presenting a research question accompanied by the
appropriate methods and statistical procedures needed to address it. Research
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questions and designs become more complex as chapters progress, building on
simpler questions to reinforce student learning. Using a conversational style and
research examples from published works, this comprehensive book walks readers
through the entire research process and includes ample pedagogical support for
SPSS, Excel, and APA style.

Identifying and Supporting Productive STEM Programs in Outof-School Settings
Students of engineering mechanics require a treatment embracing principles,
practice an problem solving. Each are covered in this text in a way which students
will find particularly helpful. Every chapter gives a thorough description of the
basic theory, and a large selection of worked examples are explained in an
understandable, tutorial style. Graded problems for solution, with answers, are also
provided. Integrating statistics and dynamics within a single volume, the book will
support the study of engineering mechanics throughout an undergraduate course.
The theory of two- and three-dimensional dynamics of particles and rigid bodies,
leading to Euler's equations, is developed. The vibration of one- and two-degree-offreedom systems and an introduction to automatic control, now including
frequency response methods, are covered. This edition has also been extended to
develop continuum mechanics, drawing together solid and fluid mechanics to
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illustrate the distinctions between Eulerian and Lagrangian coordinates. Supports
study of mechanics throughout an undergraduate course Integrates statics and
dynamics in a single volume Develops theory of 2D and 3D dynamics of particles
and rigid bodies

Visualizing Social Science Research
th This volume contains a selection of 41 refereed papers presented at the 18
International Conference of Domain Decomposition Methods hosted by the School
of ComputerScience and Engineering(CSE) of the Hebrew Universityof Jerusalem,
Israel, January 12–17, 2008. 1 Background of the Conference Series The
International Conference on Domain Decomposition Methods has been held in
twelve countries throughout Asia, Europe, the Middle East, and North America,
beginning in Paris in 1987. Originally held annually, it is now spaced at roughly
18-month intervals. A complete list of past meetings appears below. The principal
technical content of the conference has always been mathematical, but the
principal motivation has been to make ef cient use of distributed memory
computers for complex applications arising in science and engineering. The leading
15 such computers, at the “petascale” characterized by 10 oating point operations
per second of processing power and as many Bytes of application-addressablemory, now marshal more than 200,000 independentprocessor cores, and systems
with many millions of cores are expected soon. There is essentially no alternative
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to - main decomposition as a stratagem for parallelization at such scales.
Contributions from mathematicians, computerscientists, engineers,and scientists
are together n- essary in addressing the challenge of scale, and all are important
to this conference.

Comprehensive Membrane Science and Engineering
This introductory text presents basic principles of social science research through
maps, graphs, and diagrams. The authors show how concept maps and mind maps
can be used in quantitative, qualitative, and mixed methods research, using
student-friendly examples and classroom-based activities. Integrating theory and
practice, chapters show how to use these tools to plan research projects, "see"
analysis strategies, and assist in the development and writing of research reports.

Engineering Education 4.0
Presenting a comprehensive overview of the design automation algorithms, tools,
and methodologies used to design integrated circuits, the Electronic Design
Automation for Integrated Circuits Handbook is available in two volumes. The
second volume, EDA for IC Implementation, Circuit Design, and Process
Technology, thoroughly examines real-time logic to GDSII (a file format used to
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transfer data of semiconductor physical layout), analog/mixed signal design,
physical verification, and technology CAD (TCAD). Chapters contributed by leading
experts authoritatively discuss design for manufacturability at the nanoscale,
power supply network design and analysis, design modeling, and much more. Save
on the complete set.

Introduction to Applied Linear Algebra
This portable manual provides a highly visual, rapid-reference resource that
presents anesthesia in a practical and clinically-focused manner. Manual of Clinical
Anesthesiology guides anesthesiologists in rapid and focused clinical decision
making with its practical, clinically-focused chapters on anesthesia management.
This highly formatted manual includes chapter summaries to highlight key points
discussed within each chapter, color-coded sections to quickly identify information,
and icons calling out pearls and pitfalls. Chapters are short and easy to read. The
book includes four atlases for rapid reference: Atlas of Transesophageal
Echocardiography, Atlas of Regional Anesthesia, Atlas of Anesthesia Procedures,
and Crisis Management Cognitive Aids. There is also a Drug Dosing pull-out card
for rapid reference. A section covering Anesthesia Phrases in Foreign Languages
will enhance communication with non-English speaking patients in situations where
an interpreter may not be available.
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Data Science from Scratch
Orbital Mechanics for Engineering Students, Second Edition, provides an
introduction to the basic concepts of space mechanics. These include vector
kinematics in three dimensions; Newton’s laws of motion and gravitation; relative
motion; the vector-based solution of the classical two-body problem; derivation of
Kepler’s equations; orbits in three dimensions; preliminary orbit determination; and
orbital maneuvers. The book also covers relative motion and the two-impulse
rendezvous problem; interplanetary mission design using patched conics; rigidbody dynamics used to characterize the attitude of a space vehicle; satellite
attitude dynamics; and the characteristics and design of multi-stage launch
vehicles. Each chapter begins with an outline of key concepts and concludes with
problems that are based on the material covered. This text is written for
undergraduates who are studying orbital mechanics for the first time and have
completed courses in physics, dynamics, and mathematics, including differential
equations and applied linear algebra. Graduate students, researchers, and
experienced practitioners will also find useful review materials in the book. NEW:
Reorganized and improved discusions of coordinate systems, new discussion on
perturbations and quarternions NEW: Increased coverage of attitude dynamics,
including new Matlab algorithms and examples in chapter 10 New examples and
homework problems
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Research Methods and Statistics
Foundations of Qualitative Research introduces key theoretical and epistemological
concepts replete with historical and current real-world examples. Author Jerry W.
Willis provides an invaluable resource to guide the critical and qualitative inquiry
process written in an accessible and non-intimidating style that brings these
otherwise difficult concepts to life.

Conducting Online Surveys
Statistical Power Analysis is a nontechnical guide to power analysis in research
planning that provides users of applied statistics with the tools they need for more
effective analysis. The Second Edition includes: * a chapter covering power
analysis in set correlation and multivariate methods; * a chapter considering effect
size, psychometric reliability, and the efficacy of "qualifying" dependent variables
and; * expanded power and sample size tables for multiple regression/correlation.

Civil Engineering Formulas
This multivolume work covers all aspects of membrane science and technology from basic phenomena to the most advanced applications and future perspectives.
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Modern membrane engineering is critical to the development of processintensification strategies and to the stimulation of industrial growth. The work
presents researchers and industrial managers with an indispensable tool toward
achieving these aims. Covers membrane science theory and economics, as well as
applications ranging from chemical purification and natural gas enrichment to
potable water Includes contributions and case studies from internationally
recognized experts and from up-and-coming researchers working in this multibillion dollar field Takes a unique, multidisciplinary approach that stimulates
research in hybrid technologies for current (and future) life-saving applications
(artificial organs, drug delivery)

A Distribution-Free Theory of Nonparametric Regression
During the past decade there has been an explosion in computation and
information technology. With it have come vast amounts of data in a variety of
fields such as medicine, biology, finance, and marketing. The challenge of
understanding these data has led to the development of new tools in the field of
statistics, and spawned new areas such as data mining, machine learning, and
bioinformatics. Many of these tools have common underpinnings but are often
expressed with different terminology. This book describes the important ideas in
these areas in a common conceptual framework. While the approach is statistical,
the emphasis is on concepts rather than mathematics. Many examples are given,
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with a liberal use of color graphics. It should be a valuable resource for statisticians
and anyone interested in data mining in science or industry. The book’s coverage
is broad, from supervised learning (prediction) to unsupervised learning. The many
topics include neural networks, support vector machines, classification trees and
boosting---the first comprehensive treatment of this topic in any book. This major
new edition features many topics not covered in the original, including graphical
models, random forests, ensemble methods, least angle regression & path
algorithms for the lasso, non-negative matrix factorization, and spectral clustering.
There is also a chapter on methods for “wide” data (p bigger than n), including
multiple testing and false discovery rates. Trevor Hastie, Robert Tibshirani, and
Jerome Friedman are professors of statistics at Stanford University. They are
prominent researchers in this area: Hastie and Tibshirani developed generalized
additive models and wrote a popular book of that title. Hastie co-developed much
of the statistical modeling software and environment in R/S-PLUS and invented
principal curves and surfaces. Tibshirani proposed the lasso and is co-author of the
very successful An Introduction to the Bootstrap. Friedman is the co-inventor of
many data-mining tools including CART, MARS, projection pursuit and gradient
boosting.

Computing Methods in Applied Sciences and Engineering
In the 1990's it was realized that quantum physics has some spectacular
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applications in computer science. This book is a concise introduction to quantum
computation, developing the basic elements of this new branch of computational
theory without assuming any background in physics. It begins with an introduction
to the quantum theory from a computer-science perspective. It illustrates the
quantum-computational approach with several elementary examples of quantum
speed-up, before moving to the major applications: Shor's factoring algorithm,
Grover's search algorithm, and quantum error correction. The book is intended
primarily for computer scientists who know nothing about quantum theory, but will
also be of interest to physicists who want to learn the theory of quantum
computation, and philosophers of science interested in quantum foundational
issues. It evolved during six years of teaching the subject to undergraduates and
graduate students in computer science, mathematics, engineering, and physics, at
Cornell University.

Advances in Computer Science for Engineering and Education II
Students can easily misstep when they first begin to do research. Leanne C.
Powner’s new title Empirical Research and Writing: A Student's Practical Guide
provides valuable advice and guidance on conducting and writing about empirical
research. Chapter by chapter, students are guided through the key steps in the
research process. Written in a lively and engaging manner and with a dose of
humor, this practical text shows students exactly how to choose a research topic,
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conduct a literature review, make research design decisions, collect and analyze
data, and then write up and present the results. The book's approachable style and
just-in-time information delivery make it a text students will want to read, and its
wide-ranging and surprisingly sophisticated coverage will make it an important
resource for their later coursework.

Finite Element Procedures
This book provides an introduction to the mathematical and algorithmic
foundations of data science, including machine learning, high-dimensional
geometry, and analysis of large networks. Topics include the counterintuitive
nature of data in high dimensions, important linear algebraic techniques such as
singular value decomposition, the theory of random walks and Markov chains, the
fundamentals of and important algorithms for machine learning, algorithms and
analysis for clustering, probabilistic models for large networks, representation
learning including topic modelling and non-negative matrix factorization, wavelets
and compressed sensing. Important probabilistic techniques are developed
including the law of large numbers, tail inequalities, analysis of random
projections, generalization guarantees in machine learning, and moment methods
for analysis of phase transitions in large random graphs. Additionally, important
structural and complexity measures are discussed such as matrix norms and VCdimension. This book is suitable for both undergraduate and graduate courses in
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the design and analysis of algorithms for data.

Fundamentals of Electrical Engineering
Developing Focus Group Research
Weighing in on the growth of innovative technologies, the adoption of new
standards, and the lack of educational development as it relates to current and
emerging applications, the third edition of Introduction to Instrumentation and
Measurements uses the authors’ 40 years of teaching experience to expound on
the theory, science, and art of modern instrumentation and measurements (I&M).
What’s New in This Edition: This edition includes material on modern integrated
circuit (IC) and photonic sensors, micro-electro-mechanical (MEM) and nano-electromechanical (NEM) sensors, chemical and radiation sensors, signal conditioning,
noise, data interfaces, and basic digital signal processing (DSP), and upgrades
every chapter with the latest advancements. It contains new material on the
designs of micro-electro-mechanical (MEMS) sensors, adds two new chapters on
wireless instrumentation and microsensors, and incorporates extensive biomedical
examples and problems. Containing 13 chapters, this third edition: Describes
sensor dynamics, signal conditioning, and data display and storage Focuses on
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means of conditioning the analog outputs of various sensors Considers noise and
coherent interference in measurements in depth Covers the traditional topics of DC
null methods of measurement and AC null measurements Examines Wheatstone
and Kelvin bridges and potentiometers Explores the major AC bridges used to
measure inductance, Q, capacitance, and D Presents a survey of sensor
mechanisms Includes a description and analysis of sensors based on the giant
magnetoresistive effect (GMR) and the anisotropic magnetoresistive (AMR) effect
Provides a detailed analysis of mechanical gyroscopes, clinometers, and
accelerometers Contains the classic means of measuring electrical quantities
Examines digital interfaces in measurement systems Defines digital signal
conditioning in instrumentation Addresses solid-state chemical microsensors and
wireless instrumentation Introduces mechanical microsensors (MEMS and NEMS)
Details examples of the design of measurement systems Introduction to
Instrumentation and Measurements is written with practicing engineers and
scientists in mind, and is intended to be used in a classroom course or as a
reference. It is assumed that the reader has taken core EE curriculum courses or
their equivalents.

Orbital Mechanics for Engineering Students
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Principles of Engineering Mechanics
Divided into four parts: circuits, electronics, digital systems, and electromagnetics,
this text provides an understanding of the fundamental principles on which modern
electrical engineering is based. It is suitable for a variety of electrical engineering
courses, and can also be used as a text for an introduction to electrical
engineering.

Materials
This book addresses the needs of researchers who want to conduct surveys online.
Issues discussed include sampling from online populations, developing online and
mobile questionnaires, and administering electronic surveys, are unique to digital
surveys. Others, like creating reliable and valid survey questions, data analysis
strategies, and writing the survey report, are common to all survey environments.
This single resource captures the particulars of conducting digital surveys from
start to finish.

Mathematics for Machine Learning
This book critically examines the potential of, and suggests ways forward in,
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harnessing a versatile and powerful method of research - focus groups. The book
challenges some of the emerging orthodoxies and presents accessible, insightful
and reflective discussions about the issues around focus group work. The
contributors, an impressive group of experienced researchers from a range of
disciplines and traditions, discuss different ways of designing, conducting and
analyzing focus group research. They examine sampling strategies; the
implications of combining focus groups with other methods; accessing views of
`minority' groups; their contribution to participatory or feminist research; use of
software packages; discourse anal

High-Dimensional Probability
Data science libraries, frameworks, modules, and toolkits are great for doing data
science, but they’re also a good way to dive into the discipline without actually
understanding data science. In this book, you’ll learn how many of the most
fundamental data science tools and algorithms work by implementing them from
scratch. If you have an aptitude for mathematics and some programming skills,
author Joel Grus will help you get comfortable with the math and statistics at the
core of data science, and with hacking skills you need to get started as a data
scientist. Today’s messy glut of data holds answers to questions no one’s even
thought to ask. This book provides you with the know-how to dig those answers
out. Get a crash course in Python Learn the basics of linear algebra, statistics, and
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probability—and understand how and when they're used in data science Collect,
explore, clean, munge, and manipulate data Dive into the fundamentals of
machine learning Implement models such as k-nearest Neighbors, Naive Bayes,
linear and logistic regression, decision trees, neural networks, and clustering
Explore recommender systems, natural language processing, network analysis,
MapReduce, and databases
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